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More Proof Of Great Dangers 

Mommy, Boruch Hashem in Eretz Yisroel the week was quiet, but it wasn’t quiet in 

every place in the world. With volcanos going off, terrible earthquakes, humongous 

sink holes opening up everywhere and even a meteorite that hit in Maryland leaving 

a large crater in the ground and burning fields. But here in Eretz Yisroel it has been 

relatively quiet. We are going into the last day of the Yom Tov of Pesach, Chag 

Hacheirus, and our world in the last week since the night of the Seder had many 

physical and political upheavals. The physical, at least some of them, I mentioned 

above. The political ones I will mention now which are the terrible difficulties in 

Europe with the masses of Arabs, Muslim and Christian, immigrants that are causing 

a tremendous crime wave in every country that they go to and because the Europeans 

themselves are beginning to feel like guests in their own land. In the United States the 

Americans are also suffering from these immigrants who are encouraged to flow over 

the borders into the United States even without any form of identification and this way 

they are bringing into the United States of America disease, crime and poverty (as if 

they don’t have enough of that).   

In many countries of the world war is raging and with it comes death destruction and 

poverty. The so called leaders of the world  have made even stronger proclamations 

against freedom and for a new world order an order in which only the few elite rule 

without any similarity to democracy to the will of the people. 

There is danger all around and this last week brought more proof of these great 

dangers which are total economic collapse in the whole world, world war three is 



being threatened from every side and our children are being taken over by the 

government whether it be America, Israel, England or Europe, where ever they rule. 

They are forcing young children to be the opposite of what they are, boys to be girls 

and girls to be boys. You can even decide every day what you want to be and these 

laws and rules have become more entrenched this week by law. We are in danger from 

within and from without and planet X is definitely coming our way. So Mommy this 

week has been a week of revelation and of very difficult happenings. I feel the next 

two days, the last day of Pesach and Shabbos will also not be quiet. That’s my feeling. 

What exactly will happen I don’t know. I only feel that it will bring us closer, even 

much closer to the end game. What can I tell you? I am so happy on one side that the 

world that has become so threatening so evil basically might soon disappear and even 

though we will be very depleted in numbers of human beings still we will be in a 

world of Truth a world of Torah and Mitzvos that every Jewish heart and soul will 

desire to keep. What else can I say except a Gut Moed, a Gut Yom Tov, a Gut Shabbos 

to all Am Yisroel. I am sure that very soon Moshiach must reveal himself! 


